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Media release
Key figures SWX Swiss Exchange, SWX Europe and Scoach Switzerland:
April 2008
In April 2008, collective turnover on the SWX Swiss Exchange, SWX Europe and Scoach Switzerland Ltd.
amounted to CHF 168 billion, representing a 2.6 % decline versus the previous month. In contrast, turnover
in international bonds increased by 48.66 %. Compared with April 2007, ETFs recorded a 48.2 % gain in
turnover, while bonds did even better by recording a 62.1 % surge. The number of trades during the month
reached a total of 3,674,757. On a monthly basis, the share indices were generally back on an upward
path. The blue chip SMI® index closed out April at 7,529.0 points, 4.22 % higher than at the end of March.
The more broadly based SPI® went out at 6,294.7, a gain of 5.59 %.
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SMI®

7,529.0

4.22 %

-11.26 %

SLI Swiss Leader Index® PR

1,170.3

5.90 %

-9.73 %

SMIM® Price
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More detailed information is available in the statistical monthly report
www.swx.com/market/statistics/monthly_data
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Scoach Switzerland Ltd
Scoach embodies Europe's largest and most experienced market for certificates, warrants and structured products. The
parent companies - Swiss Financial Market Services (the new entity comprised of the former SWX Group, SIS Group
and Telekurs Group) and Deutsche Börse AG - stand for technological, functional and regulatory competence, as well
as for their innovativeness, flexibility, high quality standards and solidity. Scoach affords investors throughout Europe
access to structured products at fair prices, even across national boundaries. Fast executions, fairness, transparency
and security are the criteria by which we measure our success. More information can be obtained at www.scoach.ch.

SWX Swiss Exchange
The SWX Swiss Exchange is one of the world’s leading and most technologically advanced securities exchanges. It
provides customers with first-rate securities exchange services and brings together participants, issuers and investors
in an efficient and transparent marketplace. In addition to the broad palette of products it offers, the SWX Swiss
Exchange's integrated, fully automatic trading, clearing and settlement system is indeed convincing: at the click of a
mouse, orders are executed, cleared, settled and confirmed. www.swx.com
The SWX Swiss Exchange is a subsidiary of Swiss Financial Market Services AG. On a worldwide scale, Swiss
Financial Market Services AG offers first-rate services in the areas of securities trading, clearing and settlement, as well
as financial market information and payment transactions.

